
Unit 6 Crossword puzzle

Across
6. the event in which over 11 million people were

murdered by the Nazis, most of them Jewish.
8. small and little towns, mostly shacks, where

people during the depression

   Down
1. crowds of Jews were separated and were forced

and ordered to live in these segregated areas.
2. Biggest challenger to the great deal where he

promised that everyone would profit in some way.
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10. an extreme form of nationalism where citizens of
the nation place interest of the state above
themselves.

13. This camp was the largest concentration camps
where SS doctors would perform experiments on
the prisoners.

14. ____________ lasted from March 9 to June 16
1933 where 15 laws to combat the depression's
problems were passed.

17. one of the first reforms of the second new deal, the
sponsor of this act reestablished the NIRA.

18. three nations who formed a defense treaty known
as the Tripartite Pact.

20. Roosevelt reluctantly agreed to this in order to
spend more money to neutralize the economic
crisis.

21. Hoover's proposal of this project on the Colorado
River aimed to use profits from sales of the
electric power that it would generate.

22. a government where the people have no power and
government has all power, ruler has complete
control.

23. for cheap food, people would head here for free or
low-cost food

24. World War 1 veterans that were looking for pay
from the war.

26. the rural electrification administration word with
electrical companies to bring ___________ to
isolated areas.

28. Roosevelt promised relief, recovery and reform
from this program.

29. The prisoners of the concentration camps had a
method of killing where instead of taking showers,
___________ would instead be sprayed into the
room.

31. added insult to injury for farmers as this forced
farmers to leave all property behind

3. passed in 1935, created for seniors older than 65
or poor people unable to find a job.

4. Hitler's "final solution" to eliminate the entire
Jewish population.

5. nations of this group are opposed to the Tripartite
Pact.

7. last name means "man of steel," took control of
Russia.

9. a German form of Fascism, also based on extreme
nationalism.

11. helped farmers by lowering production to raise
crop prices.

12. cash or food provided by the government for the
poor,major lack of this during the depression

15. declared that "any lack of confidence in the
economic future... is foolish."

16. another opportunity for food where people would
receive food provided by charities

19. Roosevelt's wife, she urged Roosevelt to give
women government roles.

21. a strategy used to quickly drive through the enemy
with overwhelming force, also called lightning
war.

25. wanted to enforce racial purification over in
Germany, author of Mein Kampf

27. an effective leader looking to combat the problems
of the depression, distant cousin of Theodore.

30. provided money to states to create jobs for the sole
purpose of construction of schools.

32. over 8 million people were given jobs in this
project and had decent payment.


